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Abstract—In this paper, we aim to design the optimal sen-
sor collaboration strategy for the estimation of time-varying
parameters, where collaboration refers to the act of sharing
measurements with neighboring sensors prior to transmission to
a fusion center. We begin by addressing the sensor collaboration
problem for the estimation of uncorrelated parameters. We
show that the resulting collaboration problem can be trans-
formed into a special nonconvex optimization problem, where
a difference of convex functions carries all the nonconvexity.
This specific problem structure enables the use of a convex-
concave procedure to obtain a near-optimal solution. When the
parameters of interest are temporally correlated, a penalized
version of the convex-concave procedure becomes well suited for
designing the optimal collaboration scheme. In order to improve
computational efficiency, we further propose a fast algorithm
that scales gracefully with problem size via the alternating
direction method of multipliers. Numerical results are provided to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach and the impact of
parameter correlation and temporal dynamics of sensor networks
on estimation performance.
Index Terms—Distributed estimation, sensor collaboration,
convex-concave procedure, semidefinite programming, ADMM,
wireless sensor networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of a large number
of spatially distributed sensors that often cooperate to perform
parameter estimation; example applications include environ-
ment monitoring, source localization and target tracking [1]–
[3]. Under limited resources, such as limited communication
bandwidth and sensor battery power, it is important to de-
sign an energy-efficient architecture for distributed estimation.
In this paper, we employ a WSN to estimate time-varying
parameters in the presence of inter-sensor communication
that is referred to as sensor collaboration. Here sensors are
allowed to update their measurements by taking a linear
combination of the measurements of those they interact with
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prior to transmission to a fusion center (FC). The presence
of sensor collaboration smooths out the observation noise,
thereby improving the quality of the signal and the eventual
estimation performance.
Early research efforts [4]–[13] focused on the problem of
distributed inference (estimation or detection) in the absence
of sensor collaboration, where an amplify-and-forward trans-
mission strategy is commonly used. In [4], the problem of
designing optimal power amplifying factors (also known as
power allocation problem) was studied for distributed estima-
tion over an orthogonal multiple access channel (MAC). In
[5], the power allocation problem was addressed when the
MAC is coherent, where sensors coherently form a beam into
a common channel received at the FC. In [6], a likelihood-
based multiple access communication strategy was proposed
for estimation, and was proved to be asymptotically efficient as
the number of sensors increases. In [7], feedback signals were
studied to combat uncertainty in the observation model for
distributed estimation with coherent MAC. In [8], distributed
detection problem was studied in the setting of identical
Gaussian multiple access channels (without fading). It was
shown that the centralized error exponent can be achieved via
the transmission of the log-likelihood ratio as the number of
sensors approaches infinity. Further in [9]–[11], asymptotic
detection performance was studied over multiaccess fading
channels. In [12], the problem of power allocation was studied
for distributed detection using a MAC. In [13], the impact
of nonlinear bounded transmission schemes was studied on
distributed detection and estimation. In the aforementioned
literature [4]–[13], the act of inter-sensor communication was
not considered. In contrast, here we seek the optimal sensor
collaboration scheme for the estimation of temporally corre-
lated parameters.
Recently, the problem of distributed estimation with sensor
collaboration has attracted attention [14]–[22]. In [14], the op-
timal power allocation strategy was found for a fully connected
network, where all the sensors are allowed to collaborate,
namely, share their measurements with the other sensors.
It was shown that sensor collaboration results in signifi-
cant improvement of estimation performance compared with
the conventional amplify-and-forward transmission scheme.
In [15] and [16], optimal power allocation schemes were
found for star, branch and linear network topologies. In [17],
the sensor collaboration problem was studied for parameter
estimation via the best linear unbiased estimator. In [18]–
[20], the problem of sensor collaboration was studied given
an arbitrary collaboration topology. It was observed that even
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2a partially connected network can yield performance close to
that of a fully connected network. In [21] and [22], nonzero
collaboration costs were taken into account, and a sparsity
inducing optimization framework was proposed to jointly
design both sensor selection and sensor collaboration schemes.
In the existing literature [14]–[22], sensor collaboration was
studied in static networks, where sensors take a single snapshot
of the static parameter, and then initiate sensor collaboration
protocols designed in the setting of single-snapshot estimation.
In contrast, here we study the problem of sensor collabora-
tion for the estimation of temporally-correlated parameters
in dynamic networks that involve, for example, time-varying
observation and channel gains. Solving such a problem is
also motivated by real-life applications, in which the physi-
cal phenomenon to be monitored such as daily temperature,
precipitation, soil moisture and seismic activities [23]–[25] is
temporally correlated. For example, when monitoring daily
temperature variations, temperatures at different times of the
day are strongly correlated, e.g., a cold morning is likely to
be followed by a cold afternoon.
Due to the presence of temporal dynamics and parameter
correlation, optimal sensor collaboration schemes at multiple
time steps are coupled with each other, and thus pose many
challenges in problem formulation and optimization compared
to the existing work [14]–[22]. For example, when parameters
of interest are temporally correlated, expressing the estimation
distortion in a succinct closed form (with respect to the
collaboration variables) is not straightforward. It should be
pointed out that even for uncorrelated parameters, finding the
optimal collaboration scheme for each time step is nontrivial
since energy constraints are temporally inseparable. In this
paper, we seek the optimal sensor collaboration scheme by
minimizing the estimation distortion subject to individual
energy constraints of sensors in the presence of (a) temporal
dynamics in system, (b) temporal correlation of parameter, and
(c) energy constraints in time.
Besides [14]–[22], our work is also related to but quite
different from the problem of consensus-based decentralized
estimation [26]–[32]. The common idea in [26]–[32] is that
the task of centralized estimation can be performed using
local estimators at sensors together with inter-sensor commu-
nications. It was shown in [31] and [32] that the success of
decentralized estimation is based on the fact that the global
estimation cost with respect to the parameter of interest can
be converted into a sum of local cost functions subject to
consensus constraints. Different from [26]–[32], the focus of
this paper is to design the optimal energy allocation strategy
(namely, the collaboration weights), rather to find the opti-
mal estimate. Here tasks of estimation and optimization are
completed at an FC. Moreover, the studied sensor network
is not necessarily connected. An extreme case is that in the
absence of inter-sensor communication, the proposed sensor
collaboration problem would reduce to the conventional power
allocation problem (based on the amplify-and-forward trans-
mission strategy) [4], [5]. Therefore, our problem is different
from the consensus-based decentralized estimation problem,
in which the network is assumed to be connected so that the
consensus of estimate at local sensors can be achieved.
In our work, design of the optimal collaboration scheme
is studied under two scenarios: a) parameters are temporally
uncorrelated or prior knowledge about temporal correlation
is not available, and b) parameters are temporally correlated.
When parameters are uncorrelated, we derive the closed form
of the estimation distortion with respect to sensor collaboration
variables, which is in the form of a sum of quadratic ratios.
We show that the resulting sensor collaboration problem is
equivalent to a nonconvex quadratically constrained problem,
in which the difference of convex functions carries all the
nonconvexity. This specific problem structure enables the use
of convex-concave procedure (CCP) [33] to solve the sensor
collaboration problem in a numerically efficient manner.
When parameters of interest are temporally correlated,
expressing the estimation error as an explicit function of the
collaboration variables becomes difficult. In this case, we show
that the sensor collaboration problem can be converted into a
semidefinite program together with a (nonconvex) rank-one
constraint. After convexification, the method of penalty CCP
[34] becomes well-suited for seeking the optimal sensor col-
laboration scheme. However, the proposed algorithm is com-
putationally intensive for large-scale problems. To improve
computational efficiency, we develop a fast algorithm that
scales gracefully with problem size by using the alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [35].
We summarize our contributions as follows.
• We propose a tractable optimization framework for the
design of the optimal collaboration scheme that accounts
for parameter correlation and temporal dynamics of sen-
sor networks.
• We show that the problem of sensor collaboration for the
estimation of temporally uncorrelated parameters can be
solved as a special nonconvex problem, where the only
source of nonconvexity can be isolated to a constraint
that contains the difference of convex functions.
• We provide valuable insights into the problem structure
of sensor collaboration with correlated parameters, and
propose an ADMM-based algorithm for improving the
computational efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the collaborative estimation system, and present
the general formulation of the optimal sensor collaboration
problem. In Section III, we discuss two types of sensor collab-
oration problems for the estimation of temporally uncorrelated
and correlated parameters. In Section IV, we study the sensor
collaboration problem with uncorrelated parameters. In Sec-
tion V, we propose efficient optimization methods to solve the
sensor collaboration problem with correlated parameters. In
Section VI, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach
through numerical examples. Finally, in Section VII we sum-
marize our work and discuss future research directions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we introduce the collaborative estimation
system and formulate the sensor collaboration problem consid-
ered in this work. The task here is to estimate a time-varying
parameter θk over a time horizon of length K. In the esti-
mation system, sensors first accquire their raw measurements
3via a linear sensing model, and then update their observations
through spatial collaboration, where collaboration refers to the
act of sharing measurements with neighboring sensors. The
collaborative signals are then transmitted through a coherent
MAC to the FC, which finally determines a global estimate of
θk for k ∈ [K]. The overall architecture of the collaborative
estimation system is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Collaborative estimation architecture.
The vector of measurements from N sensors at time k is
given by the linear sensing model
xk = hkθk + k, k ∈ [K], (1)
where for notational simplicity, let [K] denote the integer
set {1, 2, . . . ,K}, xk = [xk,1, . . . , xk,N ]T is the vector
of measurements, hk = [hk,1, . . . , hk,N ]T is the vector of
observation gains, without loss of generality θk is assumed
to be a random process with zero mean and variance σ2θ ,
k = [k,1, . . . , k,N ]
T is the vector of Gaussian noises with
i.i.d variables k,n ∼ N (0, σ2 ) for k ∈ [K] and n ∈ [N ].
After linear sensing, each sensor may pass its observation
to other sensors for collaboration prior to transmission to the
FC. With a relabelling of sensors, we assume that the first
M sensors (out of a total of N sensor nodes) communicate
with the FC. Collaboration among sensors is represented by
a known matrix A ∈ RM×N with zero-one entries, namely,
Amn ∈ {0, 1} for m ∈ [M ] and n ∈ [N ]. Here we call
A a topology matrix, where Amn = 1 signifies that the
nth sensor shares its observation with the mth sensor, and
Amn = 0 indicates the absence of a collaboration link from
the nth sensor to the mth sensor. Note that A is essentially a
truncated adjacency matrix. The bidirectional communication
link between two sensors indicates that the underlying graph
of the network is directed but not necessarily connected. In
particular, the network given by Amn = 0 for n 6= m
corresponds to the amplify-and-forward transmission strategy
considered in [4].
Based on the topology matrix, the sensor collaboration
process at time k is given by
zk = Wkxk, k ∈ [K]
Wk ◦ (1M1TN −A) = 0,
(2)
where zk = [zk,1, zk,2, . . . , zk,M ]T , zk,m is the signal after
collaboration at sensor m and time k, Wk ∈ RM×N is the
collaboration matrix that contains collaboration weights (based
on the energy allocated) used to combine sensor measurements
at time k, ◦ denotes the elementwise product, 1N is the
N × 1 vector of all ones, and 0 is the M × N matrix of all
zeros. In what follows, while refering to vectors of all ones
and all zeros, their dimensions will be omitted for simplicity
but can be inferred from the context. In (2), we assume that
sharing of an observation is realized through an ideal (noise-
less and cost-free) communication link. The proposed ideal
collaboration model enables us to obtain explicit expressions
for transmission cost and estimation distortion.
After sensor collaboration, the message zk is transmitted
through a coherent MAC so that the received signal yk at the
FC is a coherent sum [5]
yk = g
T
k zk + ςk, k ∈ [K], (3)
where gk = [gk,1,, gk,2, . . . , gk,M ]T is the vector of channel
gains, and ςk is temporally independent Gaussian noise with
zero mean and variance σ2ς .
From (1) – (3), the vector of received signals at the FC can
be compactly expressed as a linear function of parameters θ =
[θ1, θ2, . . . , θK ]
T ,
y = DWDhθ + ν, DW := blkdiag{gTk Wk}Kk=1, (4)
where y = [y1, y2, . . . , yK ]T , ν = [ν1, ν2, . . . , νK ]T , νk :=
gTk Wkk+ ςk, Dh := blkdiag{hk}Kk=1, and blkdiag{Xi}ni=1
denotes the block-diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks
X1,X2, . . . ,Xn.
At the FC, we employ a linear minimum mean squared-
error estimator (LMMSE) [36] to estimate θ, where we assume
that the FC knows the observation gains, channel gains, and
the second-order statistics of the parameters of interest and
additive noises. The corresponding estimation error covariance
is given by [36, Theorem 10.3]
PW = (Σ
−1
θ + D
T
hD
T
WD
−1
ν DWDh)
−1, (5)
where Σθ represents prior knowledge about the parameter
correlation, particularly Σθ = σ2θIK for temporally uncor-
related parameters, IK is the K × K identity matrix, and
Dν := σ
2
DWD
T
W + σ
2
ς IK . It is clear from (5) that the esti-
mation error covariance matrix is a function of collaboration
matrices {Wk}, and their dependence on {Wk} is through
DW . This dependency does not lend itself to easy optimization
of scalar-valued functions of PW for design of the optimal
sensor collaboration scheme. More insights into the LMMSE
will be provided in Sec. III.
We next define the transmission cost of the mth sensor at
time k, which refers to the energy consumption of transmitting
the collaborative message zk to the FC. That is,
Tm(Wk) = Eθk,k [z2k,m]
= eTmWk(σ
2
θhkh
T
k + σ
2
 IN )W
T
k em, (6)
for m ∈ [M ] and k ∈ [K], where em ∈ RM is a basis
vector with 1 at the mth coordinate and 0s elsewhere. In what
follows, while refering to basis vectors and identity matrices,
their dimensions will be omitted for simplicity but can be
inferred from the context.
4We now state the main optimization problem considered in
this work for sensor collaboration
minimize tr (PW )
subject to
K∑
k=1
Tm(Wk) ≤ Em, m ∈ [M ]
Wk ◦ (1M1TN −A) = 0, k ∈ [K],
(7)
where Wk is the optimization variable for k ∈ [K], tr(PW )
denotes the estimation distortion of using the LMMSE,
Tm(Wk) is the transmission cost given by (6), Em is a pre-
scribed energy budget of the mth sensor, and A characterizes
the network topology. The problem structure and the solution
of (7) will be elaborated on in the rest of the paper.
We end this section with the following remarks.
Remark 1: In the system model, the assumption of known
observation and channel gains can be further relaxed to that
of given knowledge about their second-order statistics. Our
earlier work [22] has shown that under this weaker assumption,
we can obtain similar expressions of the linear estimator. In
this paper, we assume the observation and channel models are
known for ease of presentation and analysis.
Remark 2: Although sensor collaboration is performed with
respect to a time-invariant (fixed) topology matrix A, energy
allocation in terms of the magnitude of nonzero entries in Wk
is time varying in the presence of temporal dynamics of the
sensor network. As will be evident later, the proposed sensor
collaboration approach is also applicable to the problem with
time-varying topologies.
III. REFORMULATION AND SIMPLIFICATION USING
MATRIX VECTORIZATION
In this section, we simplify problem (7) by exploiting the
sparsity structure of the topology matrix and concatenating the
nonzero entries of a collaboration matrix into a collaboration
vector. There exist two benefits to using matrix vectorization:
a) the topology constraint in (7) can be eliminated without
loss of performance, which renders a less complex problem;
b) the structure of nonconvexities is more easily revealed via
such a reformulation.
1
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Fig. 2: Example of vectorization ofWk .
In problem (7), the only optimization variables are the
nonzero entries of collaboration matrices. We concatenate
these nonzero entries (columnwise) into a collaboration vector
wk = [wk,1, wk,2, . . . , wk,L]
T , (8)
where wk,l denotes the lth entry of wk, and L is the number
of nonzero entries of the topology matrix A. We note that
given wk,l, there exists a row index ml and a column index
nl such that wk,l = [Wk]mlnl , where [X]mn (or Xmn)
denotes the (m,n)th entry of a matrix X. We demonstrate
the vectorization of Wk through an example in Fig. 2, where
we consider N = 3 sensor nodes, M = 3 communicating
nodes, and 2 collaboration links.
A. Collaboration problem for the estimation of uncorrelated
parameters
When the parameters of interest are uncorrelated, the esti-
mation error covariance matrix (5) simplifies to
PW =
(
σ−2θ I + D
T
hD
T
W (σ
2
DWD
T
W + σ
2
ς I)
−1DWDh
)−1
=
(
σ−2θ I + diag
{
gTk Wkhkh
T
kW
T
k gk
σ2g
T
k WkW
T
k gk + σ
2
ς
}K
k=1
)−1
= diag
{
σ2θσ
2
g
T
k WkW
T
k gk + σ
2
θσ
2
ς
σ2θg
T
k Wkhkh
T
kW
T
k gk+σ
2
g
T
k WkW
T
k gk+σ
2
ς
}K
k=1
,
(9)
where diag{ak}Kk=1 denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal
entries a1, a2, . . . , aK .
Let w ∈ RL be the vector obtained by stacking the nonzero
entries of W ∈ RM×N columnwise. Then
bTW = wTB, (10)
where b ∈ RN is a coefficient vector, B is an L×N matrix
whose (l, n)th entry is given by
Bln =
{
bml n = nl
0 otherwise, (11)
and the indices ml and nl are such that wl = Wmlnl for
l ∈ [L]. The proof of equation (10) is given in Appendix A
for the sake of completeness.
From (9) and (10), the objective function of problem (7)
can be rewritten as
φ(w) := tr(PW ) =
K∑
k=1
σ2θσ
2
w
T
k Rkwk + σ
2
θσ
2
ς
wTk Skwk + σ
2
ς
, (12)
where we used the fact that gTk Wk = w
T
k Gk, i.e., Gk is
derived from gk in the same way that B is derived from b in
(10), and Sk := Gk(σ2θhkh
T
k + σ
2
 I)G
T
k .
Moreover, the transmission cost (6) can be rewritten as
Tm(wk) := w
T
k Qk,mwk, (13)
Qk,m := Em(σ
2
θ,khkh
T
k + σ
2
 I)E
T
m,
where Em is defined as in (10) such that eTmWk = w
T
k Em.
We remark that Qk,m is positive semidefinite for k ∈ [K] and
m ∈ [M ].
From (12) and (13), the sensor collaboration problem for
the estimation of temporally uncorrelated parameters becomes
minimize φ(w)
subject to wTQmw ≤ Em, m ∈ [M ], (P1)
where w = [wT1 ,w
T
2 , . . . ,w
T
K ]
T is the optimization vari-
able, φ(w) is the estimation distortion given by (12), and
5Qm := blkdiag{Qk,m}Kk=1. Note that (P1) cannot be decom-
posed in time since sensor energy constraints are temporally
inseparable.
Compared to problem (7), the topology constraint in terms
of A is eliminated without loss of performance in (P1) since
the sparsity structure of the topology matrix has been taken
into account while constructing the collaboration vector. In the
special case of single-snapshot estimation (namely, K = 1),
the objective function of (P1) simplifies to a single quadratic
ratio. It has been shown in [18] and [22] that such a nonconvex
problem can be readily solved via convex programming. In
contrast, (P1) is a more complex nonconvex optimization
problem, where the nonconvexity stems from the sum of
quadratic ratios in the objective function. As indicated in [37]
and [38], the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of such
a complex fractional optimization problem are intractable to
solve to obtain the globally optimal solution (or all locally
optimal solutions). Therefore, an efficient local optimization
method will be proposed to solve (P1) in Sec. IV. Also, the
efficacy of the proposed solution will be shown in Sec. VI via
extensive numerical experiments.
B. Collaboration problem for the estimation of correlated
parameters
When parameters are temporally correlated, the covariance
matrix Σθ is no longer diagonal and it is not straight forward to
express the estimation error in a succinct form, as was done in
(12). We recall from (5) that the dependence of the estimation
error covariance on collaboration matrices is through DW .
According to the matrix inversion lemma [36, A 1.1.3],
DTW (σ
2
DWD
T
W + σ
2
ς I)
−1Dw
= σ−2 I− (σ2 I + σ4σ−2ς DTWDW )−1. (14)
Substituting (14) into (5), we obtain
PW =
(
C− σ−2 DTh (I + σ2σ−2ς DTWDW )−1Dh
)−1
(15)
with C := Σ−1θ + σ
−2
 D
T
hDh. According to the definition of
DW in (4), we obtain
DTWDW = blkdiag{WTk gkgTk Wk}Kk=1
= blkdiag{GTkwkwTk Gk}Kk=1, (16)
where Gk has been introduced in the paragraph that proceeds
(12).
Combining (15) and (16), we can rewrite the estimation
error covariance as a function of the collaboration vector
Pw :=
(
C−σ−2 diag
{
hTk
(
I+σ2σ
−2
ς G
T
kwkw
T
k Gk
)−1
·hk
}K
k=1
)−1
. (17)
From (17), the sensor collaboration problem for the estima-
tion of temporally correlated parameters becomes
minimize tr(Pw)
subject to wTQmw ≤ Em, m ∈ [M ], (P2)
where w = [wT1 ,w
T
2 , . . . ,w
T
K ]
T is the optimization variable.
We note that (P2) is a nonconvex optimization problem.
We will show in Sec. V that the rank-one matrix wkwTk that
appears in (17) is the source of nonconvexity. Compared
to (P1), (P2) is more involved due to the presence of the
parameter correlation. We will also show that (P2) can be cast
as a particular nonconvex optimization problem, where the
objective function is linear, and the constraint set is formed
by convex quadratic constraints, linear matrix inequalities
and nonconvex rank constraints. The presence of generalized
inequalities (with respect to positive semidefnite cones) and
rank constraints make KKT conditions complex and intractable
to find the globally optimal solution. Instead, we will employ
an efficient convexification method to find a locally optimal
solution of (P2). The efficacy of the proposed optimization
method will be empirically shown in Sec. VI.
We finally remark that both (P1) and (P2) are feasible
optimization problems, namely, in the sense that an optimal
solution exists for each of them. This can be examined as
follows. First, there exists a non-empty constraint set. For
example, wk = 0 is a feasible solution to (P1) and (P2).
When wk = 0, the estimate of the unknown parameter is
only determined by the prior knowledge about the parameter.
Second, the optimal value is bounded due to the presence of
the energy constraint.
IV. SPECIAL CASE: OPTIMAL SENSOR COLLABORATION
FOR THE ESTIMATION OF UNCORRELATED PARAMETERS
In this section, we show that (P1) can be transformed into a
special nonconvex optimization problem, where the difference
of convex (DC) functions carries all the nonconvexity. Spurred
by the problem structure, we employ a convex-concave pro-
cedure (CCP) to solve (P1).
A. Equivalent optimization problem
We express (P1) in its epigraph form [39, Sections 3.1&7.5]
minimize 1Tu
subject to
σ2w
T
k Rkwk + σ
2
ς
wTk Skwk + σ
2
ς
≤ uk, k ∈ [K]
wTQmw ≤ Em, m ∈ [M ],
(18a)
(18b)
(18c)
where u = [u1, u2, . . . , uK ]T is the vector of newly introduced
optimization variables.
We further introduce new variables rk and sk for k ∈ [K]
to rewrite (18b) as
rk
sk
≤ uk, sk > 0
wTk Skwk + σ
2
ς ≥ sk
σ2w
T
k Rkwk + σ
2
ς ≤ rk,
(19)
where the equivalence between (18b) and (19) holds since the
minimization of 1Tu with the above inequalities forces the
variable sk and rk to achieve their upper and lower bounds,
respectively.
In (19), the ratio rk/sk ≤ uk together with sk > 0 can be
reformulated as a quadratic inequality of DC type
s2k + u
2
k + 2rk − (sk + uk)2 ≤ 0, (20)
6where both s2k+u
2
k+2rk and (sk+uk)
2 are convex quadratic
functions.
From (19) and (20), problem (18) becomes
minimize 1Tu
subject to s2k + u
2
k + 2rk ≤ (sk + uk)2, k ∈ [K]
sk −wTk Skwk − σ2ς ≤ 0, k ∈ [K]
σ2w
T
k Rkwk + σ
2
ς ≤ rk, k ∈ [K]
wTQmw ≤ Em, m ∈ [M ]
s > 0,
(21a)
(21b)
(21c)
(21d)
(21e)
(21f)
where the optimization variables are w, u, r and s, r =
[r1, r2, . . . , rK ]
T , s = [s1, s2, . . . , sK ]T , and > denotes el-
ementwise inequality. Note that the quadratic functions of DC
type in (21b) and (21c) contain the nonconvexity of problem
(21). In what follows, we will show that CCP is a suitable
convex restriction approach for solving this problem.
B. Convex restriction
Problem (21) is convex except for the nonconvex quadratic
constraints (21b) and (21c), which have the DC form
f(v)− g(v) ≤ 0, (22)
where both f and g are convex functions. In (21b), we have
f(sk, uk, rk) = s
2
k + u
2
k + 2rk, and g(sk, uk) = (sk + uk)
2.
In (21c), f(sk) = sk, and g(wk) = wTk Skwk + σ
2
ς .
We can convexify (22) by linearizing g around a feasible
point vˆ,
f(v)− gˆ(v) ≤ 0, (23)
where gˆ(v) := g(vˆ) + (∂g(vˆ)∂v )
T (v − vˆ), ∂g(vˆ)∂v is the first-
order derivative of g at the point vˆ. In (23), gˆ is an affine
lower bound on the convex function g, and therefore, the set
of v that satisfy (23) is a strict subset of the set of v that
satisfy (22). This implies that a solution of the optimization
problem with the linearized constraint (23) is locally optimal
for the problem with the original nonconvex constraint (22).
We can obtain a restricted convex version of problem (21)
by linearizing (21b) and (21c) as was done in (22) and (23).
We then solve a sequence of convex programs with iteratively
updated linearization points. The use of linearization to con-
vexify nonconvex problems with DC type functions is known
as CCP [34]. At each iteration of CCP, we solve
minimize 1Tu
subject to s2k + u
2
k + 2rk − gˆ1(sk, uk) ≤ 0, k ∈ [K]
sk − gˆ2(wk) ≤ 0, k ∈ [K]
σ2w
T
k Rkwk + σ
2
ς ≤ rk, k ∈ [K]
wTQmw ≤ Em, m ∈ [M ]
s > 0,
(24)
where the optimization variables are w, u, r, and s, gˆ1 and gˆ2
are affine approximations of (sk + uk)2 and wTk Skwk + σ
2
ς ,
namely, gˆ1(sk, uk) := 2(sˆk + uˆk)(sk + uk)− (sˆk + uˆk)2, and
gˆ2(wk) := 2wˆ
T
k Skwk − wˆTk Skwˆk + σ2ς . We summarize CCP
for solving problem (21) or (P1) in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 CCP for solving (P1)
Require: initial points wˆ, sˆ and uˆ, and ccp > 0
1: for iteration t = 1, 2, . . . do
2: solve problem (24) for the solution (wt, st,ut)
3: update the linearization point, wˆ = wt, sˆ = st, and
uˆ = ut
4: until |1Tut − 1Tut−1| ≤ ccp with t ≥ 2.
5: end for
To initialize Algorithm 1, we can choose random points,
for example drawn from a standard uniform distribution, that
are then scaled to satisfy the constraints (21b) – (21e). Our
extensive numerical examples show that Algorithm 1 is fairly
robust with respect to the choice of the initial point; see Fig. 4-
(a) for an example.
It is known from [40, Theorem 10] that CCP is a descent
algorithm that converges to a stationary point of the original
nonconvex problem. To be specific, at each iteration, we
solve a restricted convex problem with a smaller feasible set
which contains the linearization point (i.e., the solution after
the previous iteration). Therefore, we always obtain a new
feasible point with a lower or equal objective value. Moreover,
reference [41] showed that CCP has at least linear convergence
rate O(1/t), where t is the number of iterations1. However,
our numerical results and those in [33], [34], [42] have shown
that the empirical convergence rate is typically faster, and
much of the benefit of using CCP is gained during its first
few iterations.
The computation cost of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the
solution of the convex program with quadratic constraints at
Step 2. This has the computational complexity O(a3 +a2b) in
the use of interior-point algorithm [43, Chapter 10], where a
and b denote the number of optimization variables and con-
straints, respectively. In problem (24), we have a = 3K+KL
and b = 4K+M . Therefore, the complexity of our algorithm
is roughly given by O(L3) per iteration. Here we focus on
the scenario in which the number of collaboration links L is
much larger than K or M .
V. GENERAL CASE: OPTIMAL SENSOR COLLABORATION
FOR THE ESTIMATION OF CORRELATED PARAMETERS
Different from (P1), the presence of temporal correlation
makes finding the solution of (P2) more challenging. However,
we demonstrate that (P2) can be recast as an optimization
problem with the important property that the problem becomes
a semidefinite program (SDP) if its rank-one constraint is
replaced by a linear relaxation/approximation. Spurred by the
problem structure, we employ a penalty CCP to solve (P2), and
propose a fast optimization algorithm by using the alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM).
1Given the stopping tolerance ccp, the linear convergence rate implies
O(1/ccp) iterations to convergence.
7A. Equivalent optimization problem
We transform (P2) into the following equivalent form
minimize tr(V)
subject to P−1w  V−1
wTQmw ≤ Em, m ∈ [M ],
(25)
where V ∈ SK is the newly introduced optimization variable,
Sn represents the set of n × n symmetric matrices, and the
notation X  Y (or X  Y) indicates that X −Y (or Y −
X) is positive semidefinite. The first inequality constraint of
problem (25) is obtained from Pw  V, where Pw is given
by (17), and P−1w represents the Bayesian Fisher information
matrix.
We further introduce a new vector of optimization variables
p = [p1, . . . , pK ]
T such that the first matrix inequality of
problem (25) is expressed as
C− diag(p)  V−1, (26)
pk ≥ σ−2 hTk
(
I + σ2σ
−2
ς G
T
kUkGk
)−1
hk, k ∈ [K], (27)
Uk = wkw
T
k , (28)
where we use the expression of Pw given by (17), and Uk ∈
SL is the newly introduced optimization variable for k ∈ [K].
Note that the minimization of tr(V) with inequalities (26) and
(27) would force the variable pk to achieve its lower bound.
In other words, problem (25) is equivalent to the problem in
which the first inequality constraint of (25) is replaced by the
above two inequalities.
By employing the Schur complement, we can express (26)
and (27) as the linear matrix inequalities (LMIs)[
C− diag(p) I
I V
]
 0, (29)[
pk σ
−1
 h
T
k
σ−1 hk I + σ
2
σ
−2
ς G
T
kUkGk
]
 0, k ∈ [K]. (30)
Replacing the first inequality of problem (25) with LMIs
(29) – (30), we obtain an optimization problem that is convex
except for the rank-one constraint (28), which can be recast
as two inequalities
Uk −wkwTk  0, Uk −wkwTk  0, k ∈ [K]. (31)
According to the Shur complement, the first matrix inequality
is equivalent to the LMI[
Uk wk
wTk 1
]
 0, k ∈ [K]. (32)
And the second inequality in (31) involves a function of DC
type, where Uk and wkwTk are matrix convex functions [39].
From (29) – (32), problem (25) or (P2) is equivalent to
minimize tr(V)
subject to wTQmw ≤ Em, m ∈ [M ]
LMIs in (29) – (30)
LMIs in (32)
Uk −wkwTk  0, k ∈ [K],
(33a)
(33b)
(33c)
(33d)
(33e)
where the optimization variables are w, p, V and Uk for
k ∈ [K], and (33e) is a nonconvex constraint of DC type.
B. Convexification
Proceeding with the same logic as in Sec. IV to convexify
the constraint (22), we linearize (33e) around a point wˆk,
Uk − wˆkwTk −wkwˆTk + wˆkwˆTk  0, k ∈ [K]. (34)
It is straightforward to apply CCP to solve problem (33)
by replacing (33e) with (34). However, such an approach
fails in practice. This is not surprising, since the feasible set
determined by (33d) and (34) only contains the linearization
point. Specifically, from (33d) and (34), we obtain
(wk − wˆk)(wk − wˆk)T
= wkw
T
k − wˆkwTk −wkwˆTk + wˆkwˆTk
 Uk − wˆkwTk −wkwˆTk + wˆkwˆTk  0, (35)
which indicates that wk = wˆk. Therefore, CCP gets trapped
in the linearization point.
Remark 3: Dropping the nonconvex constraint (33e) is
another method to convexify problem (33), known as semidef-
inite relaxation [44]. However, such an approach makes the
optimization variable Uk unbounded, since the minimization
of tr(V) forces Uk to be as large as possible such that the
variable pk in (27) is as small as possible.
In order to circumvent the drawback of the standard CCP,
we consider its penalized version, known as penalty CCP [34],
[45], where we add new variables to allow for constraints
(34) to be violated and penalize the sum of the violations
in the objective function. As a result, the convexification (34)
is modified by
Uk − wˆkwTk −wkwˆTk + wˆkwˆTk  Zk, k ∈ [K], (36)
where Zk ∈ SL is a newly introduced variable. The constraint
(36) implicitly adds the additional constraint Zk  0 due to
Uk  wkwk from (33d).
After replacing (33e) with (36), we obtain the SDP,
minimize tr(V) + τ
K∑
k=1
tr(Zk)
subject to (33b) – (33d) and (36)
(37)
where the optimization variables are w, p, V, Uk and Zk
for k ∈ [K], and τ > 0 is a penalty parameter. Compared
to the standard CCP, problem (37) is optimized over a larger
feasible set since we allow for constraints to be violated by
adding variables Zk for k ∈ [K]. We summarize the use of
penalty CCP to solve (P2) in Algorithm 2.
In Algorithm 2, the initial point wˆ is randomly picked from
a standard uniform distribution. Note that wˆ is not necessarily
feasible for (P2) since violations of constraints are allowed. We
also remark that once τ = τmax (after at most logµ(τmax/τ0)
iterations), the penalty CCP reduces to CCP. Therefore, the
penalty CCP enjoys the same convergence properties of CCP.
The computation cost of Algorithm 2 is dominated by the
solution of the SDP (37) at Step 2. This leads to the complexity
O(a2b2+ab3) by using the interior-point alogrithm in off-the-
shelf solvers [43, Chapter 11], where a and b are the number of
optimization variables and the size of the semidefinite matrix,
respectively. In (37), the number of optimization variables is
8Algorithm 2 Penalty CCP for solving (P2)
Require: an initial point wˆ, ccp > 0, τ0 > 0, τmax > 0 and
µ > 1.
1: for iteration t = 1, 2, . . . do
2: solve problem (37) for its solution wt via SDP solver
or ADMM-based algorithm in Sec. V-C
3: update the linearization point, wˆ = wt
4: update the penalty parameter τ t = min{µτ t−1, τmax}
5: let ψt be the objective value of (37)
6: until |ψt − ψt−1| ≤ ccp with t ≥ 2.
7: end for
proportional to L2. Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is
roughly given by O(L6). Clearly, computing solutions to SDPs
becomes inefficient for problems of medium or large size. In
what follows, we will develop an ADMM-based algorithm that
is more amenable to large-scale optimization.
C. Fast algorithm via ADMM
It has been shown in [35], [46]–[48] that ADMM is a
powerful tool for solving large-scale optimization problems.
The major advantage of ADMM is that it allows us to split
the original problem into subproblems, each of which can be
solved more efficiently or even analytically. In what follows,
we will employ ADMM to solve problem (37).
It is shown in Appendix B that problem (37) can be refor-
mulated in a way that lends itself to the application of ADMM.
This is achieved by introducing slack variables and indicator
functions to express the inequality constraints of problem (37)
as linear equality constraints together with cone constraints
with respect to slack variables, including second-order cone
and positive semidefinite cone constraints.
ADMM is performed based on the augmented Lagrangian
[35] of the reformualted problem (37), and leads to two
problems, the first of which can be treated as an unconstrained
quadratic program and the latter renders an analytical solution.
These two problems are solved iteratively and communicate to
each other through special quadratic terms in their objectives;
the quadratic term in each problem contains information about
the solution of the other problem and also about dual variables
(also known as Lagrange multipliers). In what follows, we
refer to these problems as the ‘X -minimization’ and ‘Z -
minimization’ problems. Here X denotes the set of primal
variables w, p, V, Uk and Zk for k ∈ [K], and Z denotes the
set of slack variables λm, Λ1 and {Λi,k}i=2,3,4 for m ∈ [M ]
and k ∈ [K]. We also use Y to denote the set of dual variables
pim, Π1 and {Πi,k}i=2,3,4 for m ∈ [M ] and k ∈ [K].
The ADMM algorithm is precisely described by (58) – (60)
in Appendix B.
We emphasize that the crucial property of the ADMM
approach is that, as we demonstrate in the rest of this section,
the solution of each of the X - and Z -minimization problems
can be found exactly and efficiently.
1) X -minimization step: The X -minimization problem
can be cast as
minimize ϕ(w,p,V, {Uk}, {Zk}). (38)
The objective function of problem (38) is given by (39), where
αm := λ
t
m − cm − (1/ρ)pitm for m ∈ [M ], Υ1 := Λt1 −
(1/ρ)Πt1, and Υi,k := Λ
t
i,k − (1/ρ)Πti,k for i ∈ {2, 3, 4}
and k ∈ [K], and t denotes the ADMM iteration. For ease of
notation, we will omit the ADMM iteration index t in what
follows.
We note that problem (38) is an unconstrained quadratic
program (UQP) with large amounts of variables. In order to
reduce the computational complexity and memory requirement
in optimization, we will employ a gradient descent method
[39] together with a backtracking line search [39, Chapter 9.2]
to solve this UQP. In Proposition 1, we show the gradient of
the objective function of problem (38).
Proposition 1: The gradient of the objective function of
problem (38) is given by
∇wϕ = ρ
∑M
m=1 Q¯
T
m(Q¯mw −αm) + 2ρ(w − γ3)
+2ρblkdiag{wˆkwTk + wkwˆTk −Hk}Kk=1wˆ
∇pϕ = 2ρp + ρ(diag(Υ111 )− diag(C)− γ2)
∇Vϕ = I + ρ(V −Υ221 )
∇Ukϕ = ρσ2σ−2ς Gk(I + σ2σ−2ς GTkUkGk −Υ222,k)GTk
+ρ(2Uk −Υ113,k − Zk −Tk), k ∈ [K]
∇Zkϕ = τI + ρ(Zk −Uk + Tk), k ∈ [K],
where γ3 = [γT3,1, . . . ,γ
T
3,K ]
T , γ3,k is the (L + 1) column
of Υ3,k after the last entry is removed, Hk := Uk − Zk +
wˆkwˆ
T
k + Υ4,k, wˆ = [wˆ
T
1 , . . . , wˆ
T
K ]
T , Υ111 is a submatrix
of Υ1 that contains its first K rows and columns, γ2 =
[γ2,1, . . . , γ2,K ]
T , γ2,k is the first element of Υ2,k, diag(·)
returns the diagonal entries of its matrix argument in vector
form, Υ221 is a submatrix of Υ1 after the first K rows and
columns are removed, Υ222,k is a submatrix of Υ2,k after
the first row and column are removed, Υ113,k is a submatrix
of Υ3,k after the last row and column are removed, and
Tk := wˆkw
T
k + wkwˆ
T
k − wˆkwˆTk −Υ4,k.
Proof: See Appendix C. 
In Proposition 1, the optimal values of p and V are achieved
by letting ∇pϕ = 0 and ∇Vϕ = 0, which yield
p =
1
2
(diag(C) + γ2 − diag(Υ111 )), V = Υ221 −
1
ρ
I. (40)
To solve problem (38) for other variables, we employ the
gradient descent method summarized in Algorithm 3. This
algorithm calls on the backtracking line search (Algorithm 4)
to properly determine the step size such that the convergence
to a stationary point of problem (38) is accelerated.
2) Z -minimization step: The Z -minimization problem is
decomposed with respect to each of slack variables.
• Subproblem with respect to λm:
minimize ‖λm − βm‖22
subject to ‖[λm]1:KL‖2 ≤ [λm]KL+1, (41)
where βm := Q¯mwt+1+cm+(1/ρ)pitm, and t is the ADMM
iteration index. For notational simplicity, the ADMM iteration
will be omitted in what follows. The solution of problem (41)
is achieved by projecting βm onto a second-order cone [46,
9ϕ(w,p,V, {Uk}, {Zk}) := tr(V) + τ
K∑
k=1
tr(Zk) +
ρ
2
M∑
m=1
∥∥Q¯mw −αm∥∥22 + ρ2
∥∥∥∥[C− diag(p) II V
]
−Υ1
∥∥∥∥2
F
+
ρ
2
K∑
k=1
∥∥∥∥[ pk σ−1 hTkσ−1 hk I + σ2σ−2ς GTkUkGk
]
−Υ2,k
∥∥∥∥2
F
+
ρ
2
K∑
k=1
∥∥∥∥[Uk wkwTk 1
]
−Υ3,k
∥∥∥∥2
F
+
ρ
2
K∑
k=1
∥∥Zk −Uk + wˆkwTk + wkwˆTk − wˆkwˆTk −Υ4,k∥∥2F (39)
Algorithm 3 Gradient descent method for solving UQP (38)
Require: values of w, {Uk} and {Zk} at the previous
ADMM iteration, p and V given by (40), and grad > 0
1: repeat
2: compute the gradient of φ following Proposition 1
3: compute cgrad :=
∑K
k=1 ‖∇Ukϕ‖2F + ‖∇wϕ‖22
+
∑K
k=1 ‖∇Zkϕ‖2F
4: call Algorithm 4 to determine a step size κ
5: update variables w := w + κ∇wϕ, Uk := Uk+
κ∇Ukϕ, Zk := Zk + κ∇Zkϕ
6: until cgrad ≤ grad.
Algorithm 4 Backtracking line search for choosing κ
1: Given κ := 1, a1 ∈ (0, 0.5), a2 ∈ (0, 1), and cgrad
2: repeat
3: κ := a2κ,
4: let ϕˆ be the value of ϕ at the points w + κ∇wϕ,
Uk + κ∇Ukϕ, and Zk + κ∇Zkϕ
5: until ϕˆ < ϕ(w, {Uk}, {Zk})− a1κ cgrad.
Sec. 6.3],
λm =

0 ‖[βm]1:KL‖2 ≤ −[βm]KL+1
βm ‖[βm]1:KL‖2 ≤ [βm]KL+1
β˜m ‖[βm]1:KL‖2 ≥ |[βm]KL+1|,
(42)
for m ∈ [M ], where
β˜m=
1
2
(
1+
[βm]KL+1
‖[βm]1:KL‖2
)[
[βm]
T
1:KL, ‖[βm]1:KL‖2
]T
.
• Subproblem with respect to Λ1:
minimize ‖Λ1 −Φ1‖2F
subject to Λ1  0, (43)
where Φ1 :=
[
C− diag(p) I
I V
]
+ (1/ρ)Π1. The solution
of problem (43) is given by [46, Sec. 6.3]
Λ1 =
2K∑
i=1
(σi)+ωiω
T
i , (44)
where
∑2K
i=1 σiωiω
T
i is the eigenvalue decomposition of Φ1,
and (·)+ is the positive part operator.
• Subproblem with respect to Λi,k for i ∈ {2, 3, 4} and
k ∈ [K]:
minimize ‖Λi,k −Φi,k‖2F
subject to Λi,k  0, (45)
where
Φ2,k :=
[
pk σ
−1
 h
T
k
σ−1 hk I + σ
2
σ
−2
ς G
T
kUkGk
]
+ 1ρΠ2,k
Φ3,k :=
[
Uk wk
wTk 1
]
+ 1ρΠ3,k
Φ4,k := Zk −Uk + wˆkwTk + wkwˆTk − wˆkwˆTk + 1ρΠ4,k.
The solution of problem (45) is the same as (44) except that
Φ1 is replaced with Φi,k for i ∈ {2, 3, 4} and k ∈ [K].
3) Summary of the proposed ADMM algorithm: We initial-
ize the ADMM algorithm by setting w0 = 1, p0 = 1, V0 = I,
U0k = Z
0
k = I for k ∈ [K], λ0m = pi0m = 0 for m ∈ [M ],
Λ01 = Π
0
1 = 0, and Λ
0
i,k = Π
0
i,k = 0 for i ∈ {2, 3, 4, } and
k ∈ [K]. The ADMM approach is summarized in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 ADMM for solving problem (37)
1: Initialize variables and set ρ and admm
2: for iteration t = 1, 2, . . . do
3: obtain optimal values of primal variables X t using
Algorithm 3 and (40)
4: obtain optimal values of slack variablesZ t using (42),
(44) and (45)
5: update dual variables based on (60)
6: until both ‖X t+1 −Z t‖F and ‖Z t+1 −Z t‖F are
less than admm.
7: end for
The global convergence of ADMM has been widely studied
in [49]–[51]. It is known from [49]–[51] that ADMM has a
linear convergence rate O(1/t) for general convex optimiza-
tion problems such as problem (37), where t is the number of
iterations. In practice, our numerical results and those in [35],
[46]–[48] have shown that ADMM can converge to modest
accuracy–sufficient for many applications–within a few tens
of iterations.
At each iteration of ADMM, the computational complex-
ity of the X -minimization step is approximated by O(L4),
where O(L) roughly counts for the number of iterations of
the gradient descent method, and O(L3) is the complexity
of matrix multiplication while computing the gradient. Here
we assume that L is much larger than K and N . In Z -
minimization step, the computational complexity is dominated
by the eigenvalue decomposition used in (44). This leads to
the complexity O(L3.5). As a result, the total computation cost
of the ADMM algorithm is given by O(L4). For additional
perspective, we compare the computational complexity of
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the ADMM algorithm with the interior-point algorithm that
takes complexity O(L6). The complexity of ADMM decreases
significantly in terms of the number of collaboration links by a
factor L2. We refer the reader to Sec. VI for numerical results
on the running time improvement.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section empirically shows the effectiveness of our
approach for sensor collaboration in time-varying sensor net-
works. We assume that θk follows a Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro-
cess [20] with correlation cov(θk1 , θk2) = σ
2
θe
−|k1−k2|/ρcorr
for k1 ∈ [K] and k2 ∈ [K], where ρcorr is a parameter that
governs the correlation strength, namely, a larger (or smaller)
ρcorr corresponds to a weaker (or stronger) correlation. The
covariance matrix of θ is given by
Σθ = σ
2
θ

1 e−ρcorr · · · e−(K−1)ρcorr
e−ρcorr 1 · · · e−(K−2)ρcorr
...
...
. . .
...
e−(K−1)ρcorr e−(K−2)ρcorr · · · 1
 .
where unless specified otherwise, we set σ2θ = 1 and ρcorr =
0.5. The spatial placement and neighborhood structure of the
sensor network is modeled by a random geometric graph [18],
RGG(N, d), where N = 10 sensors are randomly deployed
over a unit square and bidirectional communication links are
possible only for pairwise distances at most d. Clearly, the
topology matrix A is determined by RGG(N, d), and the
number of collaboration links increases as d increases. In our
numerical examples unless specified otherwise, we set d = 0.3
which leads to RGG(10, 0.3) shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: RGG(10, 0.3), collaboration is depicted for sensors 3, 6 and 9.
In the collaborative estimation system shown in Fig. 1,
we assume that M = N , K = 3, σ2 = σ
2
ς = 1, and
Em = Etotal/M for m ∈ [M ], where Etotal = 1 gives
the total energy budget of M sensors. For simplicity, the
obverstion gain hk and channel gain gk are randomly chosen
from the uniform distribution U(0.1, 1). Moreover, we select
τ0 = 0.1, µ = 1.5, τmax = 100 in penalty CCP (namely,
Algorithm 2), a1 = 0.02 and a2 = 0.5 in backtracking line
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Fig. 4: Convergence of Algorithm 1 and 2 for different initial points.
search (namely, Algorithm 4) and ccp = admm = grad =
10−3 for the stopping tolerance of the proposed algorithms.
Unless specified otherwise, the ADMM algorithm is adopted
at Step 2 of penalty CCP, and we use CVX [52] for all
other computations. The estimation performance is measured
through the empirical mean squared error (MSE), which is
computed over 1000 numerical trials.
In Fig. 4, we present convergence trajectories of CCP
(namely, Algorithm 1) and penalty CCP (namely, Algorithm 2)
as functions of interation index for 10 different initial points.
For comparison, we plot the worst objective function value of
collaboration problem (7) when w = 0, namely, LMMSE is
determined only by the prior information, which leads to the
worst estimation error tr(Σθ) = K = 3. As we can see, much
of the benefit of using CCP or penalty CCP is gained during
the first few iterations. And each algorithm converges to almost
the same objective function value for different initial points.
Compared to CCP, the convergence trajectory of penalty CCP
is not monotonically decreasing. Namely, penalty CCP is not
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a descent algorithm. The non-monotonicity of penalty CCP
is caused by the penalization on the violation of constraints
in the objective function. The objective function value of
penalty CCP converges until the penalization ceases to change
significantly (after 15 iterations in this example).
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Fig. 5: Estimation error versus correlation parameter ρcorr.
In Fig. 5, we present the trace of error covariance matrix
PW given by (5) as a function of the correlation parameter
ρcorr, where the sensor collaboration scheme is obtained
from Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 to solve (P1) and (P2),
respectively. We observe that the estimation error resulting
from the solution of (P1) remains unchanged for different
values of ρcorr since the formulation of (P1) is independent
of the prior knowledge about parameter correlation. The
estimation error resulting from the solution of (P2) increases
as ρcorr increases, and it eventually converges to the error
resulting from the solution of (P1) at an extremely large ρcorr,
where parameters become uncorrelated. This is not surprising,
since the prior information about parameter correlation was
taken into account in (P2), thereby significantly improving the
estimation performance.
In Fig. 6, we present the MSE of collaborative estimation as
a function of the total energy budget Etotal for ρcorr = 0.5. For
comparison, we plot the estimation performance when using
a time-invariant collaboration scheme to solve (P1) and (P2),
respectively. The assumption of time-invariant collaboration
implicitly adds the additional constraint w1 = . . . = wK ,
which reduces the problem size. By fixing the type of algo-
rithm, we observe that the MSE when using time-invariant sen-
sor collaboration is larger than that of the originally proposed
algorithm. This is because the latter accounts for temporal
dynamics of the network, where observation and channel gains
vary in time. Moreover, the solution of (P2) yields lower MSE
than that of (P1). This result is consistent with Fig. 5 for a fixed
correlation parameter. Lastly, the estimation error is smaller as
more energy is used in sensor collaboration.
In Fig. 7, we present the MSE and the number of collab-
oration links as functions of the collaboration radius d for
ρcorr = 0.5 and Etotal = 1. We note that the estimation
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Algorithm 2, penalty CCP for (P2)
under time−invariant collaboration
Fig. 6: MSE versus total energy budget.
accuracy improves as d increases, since a larger value of d
corresponds to more collaboration links in the network. For
a fixed value of d, the MSE when solving (P2) is lower than
that when solving (P1), since the latter ignores the information
about parameter correlation. Moreover, we observe that the
MSE tends to saturate beyond a collaboration radius d ≈ 0.7.
This indicates that a large part of the performance improve-
ment is achieved only through partial collaboration.
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Fig. 7: MSE and collaboration links versus collaboration radius d.
In Fig. 8, we present the MSE as a function of the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), 10 log10(σ
2
θ/σ
2
v), where σ
2
θ = 1 is the vari-
ance of the parameter to be estimated, and σ2v ∈ [10−3, 103] is
the variance of the additive communication noise when inter-
sensor collaboration occurs. In this numerical example, we
study the impact of noisy collaboration links on estimation
performance, where the collaboration scheme is obtained by
the solution of (P2) for d ∈ {0.5, 1}. As we can see, estimation
distortion increases when SNR decreases. Moreover, the MSE
in the presence of noisy collaboration under the lowest SNR is
consistent with that of using the classical amplify-and-forward
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transmission strategy in the absence of sensor collaboration.
This is because each sensor has access to its own measurement
in a noiseless manner (collaboration noise only occurs if two
different sensors are communicating). At a fixed value of SNR,
we observe that the MSE decreases as d increases, and it
converges to the MSE in the absence of collaboration noise.
This implies that the act of sensor collaboration is able to
improve estimation performance even if the collaboration link
is noisy.
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Fig. 8: Noisy collaboration: MSE versus SNR.
In Fig. 9, we present the computation time of our algorithms
as functions of problem size specified in terms of the number
of collaboration links L. For comparison, we plot the computa-
tion time of penalty CCP when using an interior-point solver in
CVX [52]. As we can see, penalty CCP requires much higher
computation time than CCP, since the former requires solutions
of SDPs. When L is small, we observe that the ADMM
based penalty CCP has a higher computation time than when
using the interior-point solver. This is because the gradient
descent method in ADMM takes relatively more iterations
(compared to small L) to converge with satisfactory accuracy.
However, the ADMM based algorithm performs much faster
for a relatively large problem with L > 80.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We study the problem of sensor collaboration for estimation
of time-varying parameters in sensor networks. Based on
prior knowledge about parameter correlations, the resulting
sensor collaboration problem is solved for estimation of
temporally uncorrelated and correlated parameters. In the
case of temporally uncorrelated parameters, we show that
the sensor collaboration problem can be cast as a special
nonconvex optimization problem, where a difference of convex
functions carries all the nonconvexity. By exploiting problem
structure, we solve the problem by using a convex-concave
procedure, which renders a good locally optimal solution
as evidenced by numerical results. In the case of correlated
parameters, we show that the sensor collaboration problem
can be converted into a semidefinite program together with a
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Fig. 9: Computation time versus number of collaboration links.
nonconvex rank-one constraint. Spurred by problem structure,
we employ a semidefinite programming based penalty convex-
concave procedure to solve the sensor collaboration problem.
Moreover, we propose an ADMM-based algorithm that scales
more gracefully for large problems. Numerical results are
provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach and
the impact of parameter correlation and temporal dynamics of
sensor networks on the performance of distributed estimation
with sensor collaboration.
There are multiple directions for future research. We would
like to consider noise-corrupted or quantization-based imper-
fect communication links in sensor collaboration. It will also
be of interest to seek the duality gap between the nonconvex
sensor collaboration problems in order to gain theoretical
insights on the performance of the proposed optimization
methods. Another direction of future work is to seek an
approach that jointly designs the optimal power allocation
scheme and the collaboration topology. Last but not the
least, it will be worthwhile to study the sensor collaboration
problem in the framework of consensus-based decentralized
estimation.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF EQUATION (10)
Let w ∈ RL be the vector of stacking the nonzero entries of
W ∈ RM×N columnwise. We note that there exists a one-to-
one mapping between the element of w and the nonzero entry
of W. That is, given wl for l ∈ [L], we have a certain pair of
indices (ml, nl) such that wl = Wmlnl , where ml ∈ [M ] and
nl ∈ [N ]. Moreover, we obtain that
Wij = 0, if (i, j) /∈ I , (46)
where I := {(ml, nl)}Ll=1.
Given b ∈ RM , we have
bTW =
[∑M
i=1 biWi1 · · ·
∑M
i=1 biWiN
]
.
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Given B ∈ RL×N , we obtain
wTB =
[∑L
l=1Bl1Wmlnl · · ·
∑L
l=1BlNWmlnl
]
,
where we used the fact that wl = Wmlnl .
Consider the tth entry of wTB for t ∈ [N ], we obtain
[wTB]t =
L∑
l=1
BltWmlnl =
L∑
l=1,nl=t
bmlWmlt
=
M∑
ml=1
bmlWmlt = [b
TW]t, (47)
where we used the facts that Blt =
{
bml t = nl
0 otherwise for
(ml, nl) ∈ I, and Wmlt = 0 if (ml, t) /∈ I. Based on (47),
we can conclude that wTB = bTW. 
APPENDIX B
APPLICATION OF ADMM
We introduce slack variables λm ∈ RKL+1 for m ∈ [M ] to
rewrite (33b) as an equality constraint together with a second-
order cone constraint,
Q¯mw − λm + cm = 0, ‖[λm]1:KL‖2 ≤ [λm]KL+1, (48)
where Q¯m := [Q
1
2
m,0]T , Q
1
2
m is the square root of Qm
given by the matrix decomposition Qm = (Q
1
2
m)TQ
1
2
m, cm =
[0T ,
√
Em]
T , and [a]1:n denotes a subvector of a that consists
of its first n entries.
We further introduce slack variables Λ1 ∈ S2K , Λ2,k ∈
SN+1, Λ3,k ∈ SL+1 and Λ4,k ∈ SL for k ∈ [K] to rewrite
LMIs of problem (37) as a sequence of equality constraints
together with positive semidefinite cone constraints[
C− diag(p) I
I V
]
−Λ1 = 0 (49)[
pk σ
−1
 h
T
k
σ−1 hk I + σ
2
σ
−2
ς G
T
kUkGk
]
−Λ2,k = 0 (50)[
Uk wk
wTk 1
]
−Λ3,k = 0 (51)
Zk −Uk + wˆkwTk + wkwˆTk − wˆkwˆTk −Λ4,k = 0, (52)
where Λ1  0, Λ2,k  0, Λ3,k  0, and Λ4,k  0 for
k ∈ [K].
From (48) – (52), problem (37) becomes
minimize tr(V) + τ
K∑
k=1
tr(Zk) +
M∑
m=1
I0(λm)
+I1(Λ1) +
4∑
i=2
K∑
k=1
Ii(Λi,k)
subject to equality constraints in (48) – (52),
(53)
where the optimization variables are w, p, V, Uk, Zk, λm,
Λ1, and {Λi,k}i=2,3,4 for m ∈ [M ] and k ∈ [K], and Ii is
the indicator function specified by
I0(λm) =
{
0, if ‖[λm]1:KL‖2 ≤ [λm]KL+1
∞ otherwise, (54)
I1(Λ1) =
{
0, if Λ1  0
∞ otherwise, (55)
Ii(Λi,k) =
{
0, if Λi,k  0
∞ otherwise, i = 2, 3, 4. (56)
It is clear from problem (53) that the introduced indicator
functions helps to isolate the second-order cone and positive
semidefinite cone constraints with respect to slack variables.
Problem (53) is now in a form suitable for the application
of ADMM. The corresponding augmented Lagrangian [35] in
ADMM is given by
Lρ(X ,Z ,Y ) = tr(V) + τ
K∑
k=1
tr(Zk) +
M∑
m=1
I0(λm)
+ I1(Λ1) +
4∑
i=2
K∑
k=1
Ii(Λi,k) +
M∑
m=1
piTmfm(X ,Z )
+
ρ
2
M∑
m=1
‖fm(X ,Z )‖22 + tr
(
ΠT1 F1(X ,Z )
)
+
ρ
2
‖F1(X ,Z )‖2F +
4∑
i=2
K∑
k=1
tr
(
ΠTi,kFi,k(X ,Z )
)
+
ρ
2
4∑
i=2
K∑
k=1
‖Fi,k(X ,Z )‖2F , (57)
whereX denotes the set of primal variables w, p, V, Uk and
Zk for k ∈ [K], Z denotes the set of primal slack variables
λm, Λ1 and {Λi,k}i=2,3,4 for m ∈ [M ] and k ∈ [K], Y
is the set of dual variables pim, Π1 and {Πi,k}i=2,3,4 for
m ∈ [M ] and k ∈ [K], fm(·), F1(·), and Fi,k(·) for i ∈
{2, 3, 4} represent linear functions at the left hand side of
equality constraints in (48) – (52), ρ > 0 is a regularization
parameter, and ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix.
We iteratively execute the following three steps for ADMM
iteration t = 0, 1, . . .
X t+1 = arg min
X
L(X ,Z t,Y t) (58)
Z t+1 = arg min
Z
L(X t+1,Z ,Y t) (59)
pit+1m = pi
t
m + ρ fm(X
t+1,Z t+1), ∀m
Πt+11 = Π
t
1 + ρF1(X
t+1,Z t+1)
Πt+1i,k = Π
t
i,k + ρFi,k(X
t+1,Z t+1), ∀i, k,
(60)
until both of the conditions ‖X t+1 − Z t‖F ≤ admm and
‖Z t+1 −Z t‖F ≤ admm are satisfied, where with an abuse
of notation, ‖X ‖F denotes the sum of Frobenius norms of
variables in X , and admm is a stopping tolerance.
Substituting (57) into (58) and completing the squares with
respect to primal variables, the X -minimization problem (58)
becomes the unconstrained quadratic program given by (38).
Substituting (57) into (59), the Z -minimization problem
(59) is decomposed into a sequence of subproblems with
respect to each of slack variables, given by (41), (43) and
(45). 
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
We begin by collecting terms in ϕ associated with w,
ϕw :=
ρ
2
M∑
m=1
∥∥Q¯mw −αm∥∥22 + ρ K∑
k=1
‖wk − γ3,k‖22
+
ρ
2
K∑
k=1
‖wˆkwTk + wkwˆTk −Hk‖2F , (61)
where γ3,k is the (L+ 1) column of Υ3,k after the last entry
is removed, and Hk := Uk − Zk + wˆkwˆTk + Υ4,k, which is
a symmetric matrix.
In (61), we assume an incremental change δw in w.
Replacing w with w + δw and ϕw with ϕw + δϕw and
collecting first order variation terms on both sides of (61),
we obtain
δϕw =ρ
M∑
m=1
(Q¯mw −αm)T Q¯mδw + 2ρ(w − γ3)T δw
+ 2ρwˆTblkdiag{wˆkwTk + wkwˆTk −Hk}δw, (62)
where γ3 = [γT3,1, . . . ,γ
T
3,K ]
T , and wˆ = [wˆT1 , . . . , wˆ
T
K ]
T . It
is clear from (62) that the gradient of ϕ with respect to w is
given by
∇wϕ =ρ
M∑
m=1
Q¯Tm(Q¯mw −αm) + 2ρ(w − γ3)
+ 2ρ blkdiag{wˆkwTk + wkwˆTk −Hk}wˆ. (63)
Second, we collect the terms associated with p in ϕ to
construct the function
ϕp :=
ρ
2
‖C− diag(p)−Υ111 ‖2F +
ρ
2
‖p− γ2‖22, (64)
where Υ111 is a matrix that consists of the first K rows and
columns of Υ1, and γ2 is a vector whose kth entry is given
by the first entry of Υ2,k for k ∈ [K].
In (64), replacing p with p+δp and ϕp with ϕp+δϕp and
collecting first order variation terms on both sides, we obtain
δϕp = ρ[2p + diag(Υ
11
1 )− diag(C)− γ2]T δp, (65)
where diag(·) returns in vector form the diagonal entries of
its matrix argument. Therefore, the gradient of ϕ with respect
to p is given by
∇pϕ = ρ[2p + diag(Υ111 )− diag(C)− γ2]. (66)
Third, given the terms associated with V in ϕ, the gradient
of ϕ with respect to V is readily cast as
∇Vϕ = I + ρ(V −Υ221 ), (67)
where Υ221 is a submatrix of Υ1 after the first K rows and
columns are removed.
Further, we collect the terms in ϕ with respect to the variable
Uk, and consider the function
ϕUk :=
ρ
2
∥∥I + σ2σ−2ς GTkUkGk −Υ222,k∥∥2F
+
ρ
2
‖Uk −Υ113,k‖2F +
ρ
2
‖Uk − Zk −Tk‖2F , (68)
where Υ222,k is a submatrix of Υ2,k after the first row and
column are removed, Υ113,k is a submatrix of Υ3,k after the last
row and column are removed, and Tk := wˆkwTk + wkwˆ
T
k −
wˆkwˆ
T
k −Υ4,k.
In (68), replacing Uk with Uk+δUk and ϕUk with ϕUk +
δϕUk and collecting first order variation terms on both sides,
we obtain
δϕUk =
ρσ2
σ2ς
tr
(
Gk(I +
σ2
σ2ς
GTkUkGk −Υ222,k)TGTk δUk
)
+ ρ tr
((
Uk −Υ113,k)T δUk + (Uk − Zk −Tk
)T
δUk
)
.
Therefore, the gradient of ϕ with respect to Uk is given by
∇Ukϕ =ρσ2σ−2ς Gk(I + σ2σ−2ς GTkUkGk −Υ222,k)GTk
+ ρ(Uk −Υ113,k) + ρ(Uk − Zk −Tk). (69)
Finally, the gradient of ϕ with respect to Zk is given by
∇Zkϕ = τI + ρ(Zk −Uk + Tk), (70)
where Tk is defined in (68). We now complete the proof by
combining (63), (66), (67), (69) and (70). 
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